Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE

Ideal for Cambridge English: Preliminary and First preparation

The Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary is the best route to success in English. This new edition is fully updated with new features to make learning English even easier.

- Packed with new words (e.g. phone-hacking, cloud computing, rare earth, toxic debt)
- Essential vocabulary for CEFR levels A1–B2 is marked using English Profile levels
- Mini-collocation panels help students produce more natural English
- 35,000 clear definitions in simple English
- Common mistakes are highlighted, based on learner errors from the Cambridge English Corpus

Paperback with CD-ROM 978-1-107-86015-1

Cambridge Essential English Dictionary

BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Ideal for Cambridge English: Key, Preliminary and Movers and Flyers test preparation

With short definitions that are easy to understand, this new edition of the Cambridge Essential English Dictionary contains more words than ever before.

Carefully mapped to English Profile level bands to help students prioritise learning, it contains hundreds of short, natural example sentences that show exactly how the language is used in spoken and written English.

- ‘Common Error’ boxes, based on the Cambridge Learner Corpus, help students avoid mistakes that learners of English typically make
- Hundreds of illustrations and sixteen pages of colour pictures aid vocabulary learning and make it ideal for self-study

Paperback 978-0-521-17092-5

Cambridge Business English Dictionary

The Cambridge Business English Dictionary has been created for business English students, business studies students and anyone using English in their work. Informed by the unique Cambridge Business Corpus, the dictionary includes the latest, business-specific vocabulary and help with how to use English naturally in business situations like meetings, conference calls and emails.

- Over 35,000 words, phrases and meanings, including the very latest business-related vocabulary
- Pictures, as well as graphs and diagrams, clearly illustrate complex business ideas and theories
- Available as a mobile app: http.cambridge.org/elt/apps

Paperback 978-0-521-12250-4
Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary

18th edition
Daniel Jones
Edited by Peter Roach, Jane Setter and John Esling
UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY
The 18th edition of Daniel Jones’s classic work is the definitive guide to contemporary English pronunciation. The CD-ROM contains every entry from the paper dictionary, with spoken British and American pronunciations for EVERY word.

Paperback with CD-ROM  978-0-521-15255-6
Hardback  978-0-521-76575-6
Paperback  978-0-521-15253-2

Cambridge School Dictionary

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Ideal for CLIL, bilingual schools and International GCSE preparation
Gives clear and simple definitions, colour illustrations and hundreds of subject-specific words from the main CLIL and International GCSE topics.

Paperback with CD-ROM for Windows and Mac  978-0-521-71263-7
Paperback  978-0-521-71264-4

Cambridge Phrasal Verbs Dictionary

Second edition
UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY
A comprehensive guide to phrasal verbs frequently used in British, American and Australian English.

Paperback  978-0-521-67770-7
Hardback  978-0-521-86038-3

Cambridge Idioms Dictionary

Second edition
UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY
A useful guide to over 7,000 common idioms in British, American and Australian English.

Paperback  978-0-521-52727-9
Hardback  978-0-521-86037-6

Also available…

Visit: www.cambridge.org/elt/dictionaries

Cambridge Dictionary Apps
More than 10 Cambridge dictionaries are now available for a variety of mobile devices.
Download Cambridge Dictionary apps at cambridgeapps.org

English Collocations in Use

Michael McCarthy and Felicity O’Dell
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED
These books present and practise hundreds of collocations in typical contexts to help students improve their written and spoken English.

Intermediate
Book with answers  978-0-521-60378-2
Advanced
Book with answers  978-0-521-70780-0

English Idioms in Use

Michael McCarthy and Felicity O’Dell
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED
Suitable for classroom use or self-study, English Idioms in Use present and practise over 1,000 idioms in typical contexts to help students understand the everyday English spoken by native speakers.

Intermediate
Book with answers  978-0-521-78957-8
Advanced
Book with answers  978-0-521-74429-4

English Phrasal Verbs in Use

Michael McCarthy and Felicity O’Dell
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED
Using short texts, dialogues, tables and charts, these books explain and practise over 1,000 phrasal verbs at each level to help students develop more natural-sounding English.

Intermediate
Book with answers  978-0-521-52727-9
Advanced
Book with answers  978-0-521-68418-7